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ABSTRACT One inherent limitation to the efficiency of photovoltaic solar cells based on polymer/fullerene bulk heterojunctions (BHJs)
is the accumulation of positive charges at the anodic interface. The unsymmetrical charge collection of holes and electrons dramatically
decreases the short-circuit current. Interfacial layers (IFLs) such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulfonate) have
no effect on the unbalanced electron/hole transport across the BHJ. We report here on the use of dithiapyrannylidenes (DITPY), a
new class of planar quinoid compounds, as efficient hole-transporting/electron-blocking layers in organic solar cells based on poly(3-
hexylthiophene)/[6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester (P3HT:PCBM) BHJs. Inserting a 15-nm-thick IFL of 4,4′-bis(diphenyl-2,6-
thiapyrannylidene) (DITPY-Ph4) between the indium-tin oxide electrode and the P3HT:PCBM BHJ prevents detrimental space-charge
effects and favors recombination-limited currents. Current-sensing atomic force microscopy reveals a drastic increase of the hole-
carrying pathways in DITPY-Ph4 compared to PEDOT:PSS. In ambient conditions, photovoltaic cells using DITPY-Ph4 exhibit an 8%
increase in the current density, although the conversion efficiency remains slightly lower compared to PEDOT:PSS-based devices.
Finally, we present a detailed analysis of the photocurrent generation, showing that DITPY-Ph4 IFLs induce a transition from
unproductive space-charge-limited currents to recombination-limited currents.

KEYWORDS: organic solar cells • photovoltaic devices • interfacial layers • current-sensing atomic force microscopy •
space-charge-limited current

1. INTRODUCTION

Organic solar cells (OSCs) have gained particular
attention during the past few years and appear to
be a rational outlook for large-scale commercializa-

tion of low-cost energy (1-5). One of the most efficient
systems consists of a bulk heterojunction (BHJ) based on
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric
acid methyl ester (PCBM) (6-8). Recently, a power conver-
sion efficiency (PCE) of 7.4% has been reported on a PTB7/
PCBM BHJ (3). Besides design of the active materials, a
strategy aiming at improving the OSC performances consists
of tailoring the organic/inorganic interfaces (8-12). Con-
ducting polymer-based interfacial layers (IFLs) are com-
monly used to modify indium-tin oxide (ITO) because they
ensure an electrical ohmic contact and minimize the rough-
ness of the oxide in electronic devices (13, 14). Poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(4-styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:
PSS) is routinely used as an IFL in OSCs, increasing the open-
circuit voltages (Voc) and improving the hole collection.
However, PEDOT:PSS also possesses several counterproduc-
tive properties, such as ITO corrosion (8, 12). In addition,

these thin films develop severe structural and electrical
inhomogeneities, leading to an out-of-plane conductivity as
low as 10-3 S · cm-1 and weak electron-blocking (EBL)
properties (10, 15, 16). The addition of secondary dopants
(15), variations in the pH (13), solvents (14), and water
contents (17), as well as highly polymerized PEDOT (15)
offer attractive features but do not avoid crosstalk across the
material (16, 18, 19) and a weak patterning with ITO
(8, 12, 15), which lowers OSC efficiencies.

A variety of other organic materials have been tested in
order to tune the hole injection at the ITO interface. For
example, grafting dipolar self-assembled monolayers such
as 4-nitrophenylthiolate (20), halogenated propylsilanes (21),
or fluorinated thiols (22) onto ITO strongly enhances charge
injection/collection in organic light-emitting devices (OLEDs)
and OSCs. The IFL can also play a major role in the growth
mode of the active layer (11, 21), increase the hole sensitivity
of the electrode defined by its current channel distribution
(19, 23), and correct the energy level misalignements
(8, 12, 20, 21, 24, 25). For example, Choulis et al. reported
that inserting poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-co-N-(4-butylphenyl)-
diphenylamine) between a PEDOT:PSS IFL and a polyfluo-
rene-based emitting layer drastically improves the hole-
injection properties through the anode by the creation of a
stepped electronic profile (26). Marks et al. have recently
transferred the principle of hole-transporting (HTL)/EBL IFLs
developed in OLEDs to the technology of OSCs (8, 10). They
reported that inserting an IFL composed of a blend of two
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p-type semiconductors between ITO and a poly[2-methoxy-5-
(3,7-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-vinylene] (MDMO-PPV):
PCBM BHJ leads to a substantial increase in Voc, PCE, and
the thermal stability compared to solar cells without IFLs
(8, 10, 12). In spite of these fruitful advances, little attention
has been devoted to the impact of IFLs on the limitations
inherent to polymer/fullerene solar cells as they have been
identified by Blom et al. (27-29). Because of their unbal-
anced charge transport between electrons and holes, poly-
mer/fullerene-based OSCs are generally characterized by an
unsymmetrical charge collection, dictated by the accumula-
tion region of holes near the anode.

We have recently synthesized a series of 2,6-dithiapyr-
annylidenes (DITPY; Figure 1a) in which two thiapyran-
nylidene heterocycles are linked together by an exocyclic
CdC double bond in a para position relative to the S-atom
derivatives. The quinoid structure of the DITPY core is
reminiscent of tetrathiafulvalene (TTF), a well-known family
of π donors with potential applications in molecular elec-
tronics (30-32). However, in sharp contrast with TTF and
its analogues, whose properties have been extensively
studied, DITPY derivatives remain almost unexplored today.
DITPY compounds are isoelectronic of TTF and also behave
as strong π donors and excellent precursors of 1D organic
conductors when substituted by phenyl groups (33, 34). 4,4′-
Bis(diphenyl-2,6-thiapyrannylidene) (DITPY-Ph4) is obtained
by attaching four phenyl groups in the R positions on the
DITPY core (35). In the solid state, DITPY-Ph4 possesses a
quasi-planar conformation with phenyl rings tilted by 12°
relative to the DITPY core. Finally, DITPY-Ph4 has a low
oxidation potential (Eox ) 0.3 V) compared to other pyran-
nylidene derivatives (35). Therefore, the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level of DITPY-Ph4 (-4.8
eV) almost aligns with that of P3HT (-5.0 eV) to create an
efficient hole transfer from the active layer (8, 10, 12).

We show here that inserting a DITPY-Ph4 (15 nm) IFL
between ITO and the P3HT:PCBM active layer allows one to
optimize hole extraction (Figure 1b). Our aim is to describe
how such behavior is achieved. We combine IFL investiga-
tions at the nanoscale by current-sensing atomic force
microscopy (CS-AFM) together with photocurrent measure-
ments in photovoltaic (PV) devices in order to access charge-
generation and transport mechanisms. CS-AFM reveals a
drastic 360% increase of the hole-carrying pathways in

DITPY-Ph4 compared to PEDOT:PSS. In order to describe the
driving force of hole collection by DITPY-Ph4 layers, we study
them as independent HTL/EBL and as part of a double IFL
associated with PEDOT:PSS. The insertion of a DITPY-Ph4

IFL systematically reduces unproductive space-charge effects
and leads to a ∼23% increase in PCE compared to equiva-
lent PEDOT:PSS-based OSCs without DITPY-Ph4.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Synthesis. The synthesis of DITPY-Ph4 has been described

previously (34). In brief, the procedure consists of Friedel-Craft
acylation of the side group on glutaryl chloride followed by
oxidation with P2S5 to obtain a cyclic thiopyrilium salt. The latter
compound is then reduced with zinc powder to reach the final
product DITPY-Ph4. The detailed experimental procedure is
provided in the Supporting Information (SI).

Photoemission Spectroscopy. The photoemission spectra
are collected with a hemispherical energy analyzer (AR65,
Omicron). The photon energy is 21.2 eV. The secondary
electron cutoff is measured with a -6.00 V sample bias.

Tapping-Mode AFM. AFM measurements are all performed
at ambient atmosphere using a commercial microscope (mul-
timode equipped with a CS-AFM module and a PicoSPM-LE
controller, Molecular Imaging, Agilent Technology).

CS-AFM. For CS-AFM measurements, the AFM is set in a
contact mode using PtIr5-coated tips. The tip radius is ∼25 nm,
and the contact area is estimated at ∼10 nm, using the Hertz
model. ITO forms the back contact. The electrical mapping
presented in Figure 3 is reproduced on several areas (>20) of
DITPY-Ph4 and PEDOT:PSS thin films. Each current-electric
field (I-E) characteristic presented in Figure 4 is the average of
more than 40 curves recorded at different locations.

Organic Photovoltaics (OPV) Device Fabrication. The ITO-
coated glass substrates (Sigma-Aldrich; 2.5 × 2.5 cm2; R ) 75
( 5 Ω · cm-2) are patterned, cleaned, and exposed to UV ozone
according to a classical procedure. PEDOT:PSS (Sigma-Aldrich;
water solution 1.3% in weight) layers are prepared on ITO by
spin-coating and further annealed at 120 °C under argon for
30 min. The DITPY-Ph4 thin films (∼15 nm) are deposited, by
vacuum-thermal evaporation, with the thickness being moni-
tored by a quartz microbalance. Depending on the device
architecture, the blend of regioregular P3HT (Sigma-Aldrich;
purity >98.5%) and PCBM (Sigma-Aldrich; purity 99.5%) solu-
bilized in chlorobenzene is deposited on either bare ITO, ITO/
PEDOT:PSS, ITO/DITPY-Ph4, or ITO/DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS. The
spin-coating conditions as well as the ratio of the two compo-
nents (1:0.8) and the annealing conditions (110 °C under argon
and 10 min) are adjusted to yield optimized 110-nm-thick films.
The devices are completed by successive thermal evaporation
of LiF (7 Å) and Al (80 nm), leading to individual PV cells having

FIGURE 1. (a) Molecular structure of DITPY-Ph4. (b) Typical device architecture of a P3HT:PCBM solar cell using a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL.
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active areas of 0.15 cm2. Except vacuum deposition of LiF and
Al, all devices are fabricated under ambient conditions.

OPV Device Testing. Current-voltage characteristics are
recorded in the dark and under air mass 1.5 global (AM 1.5G)
illumination using a Keithley 2602 source meter. The white light
supplier is a xenon lamp (Oriel Instruments, 300 W) coupled
with a AM 1.5G filter at 75 mW · cm-2. A set of neutral filters is
used for light-intensity measurements. All tests are performed
in air.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At slow evaporation rates (below 0.1 Å · s-1), the DITPY-

Ph4 films are polycrystalline with a uniform surface made
of monodisperse grains, as revealed by AFM (Figure 2a).
Secondary electron spectra exhibit an onset of secondary
electrons 0.3 eV higher than that of bare ITO (φf )-4.5 eV).
As a consequence, the HOMO level of DITPY-Ph4 IFL is
located at -4.8 eV. This energy level is close enough to that
of P3HT in order to ensure an efficient hole transfer from
the P3HT phase to the DITPY-Ph4 IFL, as suggested by recent
results obtained on polymer/fullerene solar cells (8, 10-12).
Besides the energy of the positive integer, the charge-
transfer state of the DITPY-Ph4 film is measured at EICT

+ )
-4.29 eV. Considering pure spectroscopic considerations
(36), this is conveniently higher than that of P3HT EICT

+ )
-4.00 eV to extract holes from P3HT. We also note that the
HOMO level of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs should also form an electrical
ohmic contact with ITO, which strongly favors the hole
extraction to the external circuit of solar cells. Finally, the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level of DITPY-

Ph4 IFLs is measured 0.3 eV higher than that of P3HT by
UV-visible spectrometry. This additional energy barrier may
be responsible for the EBL properties (Figure 2).

3.1. Characterization by CS-AFM. CS-AFM mea-
surements associate the mapping of current-carrying path-
ways of organic thin films with a topography image. They
also allow determination of the charge-carrier mobility by
single-point spectroscopy measurements. The electron injec-
tion efficiency into the DITPY-Ph4 layer can be neglected
because both work functions of ITO (φf ) -4.5 eV) and of
PtIr5 (φf ) -5.6 eV) tips are high. As a consequence, the
current is unipolar, corresponding to an out-of-plane trans-
port of holes, similar to the one implied in macroscopic
OSCs.

3.1.1. Electrical Mapping of DITPY-Ph4 and
PEDOT:PSS IFLs. Current-Carrying Pathways of
a DITPY-Ph4 IFL. The CS-AFM current image performed
on the DITPY-Ph4 IFL at -600 mV highlights large electrical
contrasts (Figure 3b). These bright regions are distributed
on the entire organic surface and correspond to hole-
carrying pathways of the individual DITPY-Ph4 grains, as
confirmed by the topography image detected simultaneously
(Figure 3a). The comparison between current and topogra-
phy images also reveals that electrical channels preferentially
appear at the periphery of the grains, that is at low thick-
nesses. This indicates a thickness-dependence of the current
intensity, which is attributed to a specific hole-transport
mechanism in the DITPY-Ph4 thin film, as described below.

FIGURE 2. Tapping-mode AFM topography images (5 × 5 µm2) of (a) a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL and (b) a double IFL [DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS].
Adding the 5-nm-thick PEDOT:PSS layer on top of DITPY-Ph4 strongly changes the topography and the roughness: rms ) 5.5 nm for the single
IFL and rms ) 3.2 nm for the double IFL. Energy diagrams associated with the configurations of both types of devices: (d) with a single
DITPY-Ph4 IFL; (e) with a double DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS IFL.
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Comparison of the Electrical Channels of
DITPY-Ph4 and PEDOT:PSS IFL. The topography of a
PEDOT:PSS IFL is shown in Figure 3c. The surface is highly
uniform and smooth. The rms roughness is measured at 0.9
nm. This value is more than 6 times lower than that of the
DITPY-Ph4 IFL (rms ) 5.5 nm). According to their morphol-
ogies, the PEDOT:PSS IFL should induce a better BHJ post-
deposition compared to a DITPY-Ph4 IFL. However, in sharp
contrast to DITPY-Ph4, the current image of the PEDOT:PSS
IFL is almost entirely dark (Figure 3d). Most of the layer is
thus composed of strong insulating regions. Besides, the
hole-carrying pathways are very few and localized, ap-
proaching the resolution limit of the AFM technique. They
correspond to individual PEDOT domains (15, 16, 19, 36).
Finally, this current image reveals the detrimental micro-
structure inhomogeneities of PEDOT:PSS IFLs inherent to
their polymeric networks. One key result is evidenced by
an average threshold of both current images for current
intensities down to 0.2 nA. Indeed, the total number of hole-
carrying pathways is increased by more than 360% from a
PEDOT:PSS IFL to a DITPY-Ph4 IFL.

This considerable enhancement is of utmost importance
in the decrease of both the series resistances and the rate
of free hole recombination at trap sites into realistic OPV
devices. These results thus constitute an additional argument
in view of using DITPY-Ph4 IFL to improve hole collection in
OSCs.

3.1.2. Local Hole-Transport Properties in a
DITPY-Ph4 IFL. In order to check whether DITPY-Ph4 IFLs
can act as efficient hole-transport layers (HTLs), we per-
formed single-point spectroscopy measurements by means
of CS-AFM measurements. The local hole mobility of the
organic thin film can then be quantified. As-cast and an-
nealed P3HT thin films deposited on ITO are used as
reference materials.

Qualitative Study: Space-Charge-Limited-Cur-
rent (SCLC) Model. The same asymmetric behavior is
observed on DITPY-Ph4 and P3HT thin films (Figure 4). The
current reaches its maximum under reverse bias and be-
comes very low when the tip is biased positively to the
substrate. It is mainly attributed to the absence of an

FIGURE 3. Contact-mode AFM topography image (2 × 2 µm2) of (a) a DITPY-Ph4 IFL and (c) a PEDOT:PSS IFL. CS-AFM current images recorded
at -600 mV of the corresponding (b) DITPY-Ph4 IFL and (d) PEDOT:PSS IFL deposited on ITO. Marked differences in the surface coverage,
homogeneity, and intensity of the hole-carrying pathways are clearly observed between images b and d.

FIGURE 4. CS-AFM average local I-E curves performed on an as-
cast P3HT thin film (red squares) and a DITPY-Ph4 single IFL (blue
triangles). Inset: Extracted hole mobility according to a SCLC model,
across as-cast P3HT (red squares) and DITPY-Ph4 thin films (blue
triangles).
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injection barrier from the tip into the organics. A square
dependence of the current under negative fields is measured
on both of these two characteristics. The power law is typical
of a SCLC (37-39). According to this regime, the charge
transport follows the Mott-Gurney law defined as

where L is the thickness of the film, εr the dielectric constant
of the organic material, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, J the
current density, V the tip bias, and µ the charge-carrier
mobility.

Quantitative Study: Hole Mobility and Resistiv-
ity in DITPY-Ph4 Thin Films. DITPY-Ph4 and as-cast
P3HT samples display large differences in their current
intensities at negative fields (Figure 4). This is attributed to
the higher hole mobility of the DITPY-Ph4 thin film compared
to the P3HT one. Because these single-point I-E measure-
ments fit with a SCLC model, the mobility values can be
extracted using the Poole-Frenkel electric-field dependence,
defined as

where E is the electric field and equals V/L, µ0 is the zero-
field mobility, and E0 is the field coefficient. As-cast P3HT
films have a zero-field hole mobility of 2.0 × 10-4

cm2 · V-1 · s-1 (inset of Figure 4), which is consistent with
recent CS-AFM measurements (38, 39). DITPY-Ph4 IFL ex-
hibits a mobility of 3.5 × 10-3 cm2 · V-1 · s-1, which is more
than 1 order of magnitude higher than that of the as-cast
P3HT film and equivalent to that of annealed P3HT (3.1 ×
10-3 cm2 · V-1 · s-1). Because the current densities mea-
sured by CS-AFM are orders of magnitude higher than that
obtained on typical planar hole-only devices, all of these hole
mobility values are overestimated by the same amount.
However, their relative comparison is of first relevance.
Therefore, the hole mobility of DITPY-Ph4 IFL is high enough
to allow effective HTL properties and to ensure the collection
of photogenerated charges in both as-cast and annealed
(P3HT:PCBM) BHJ solar cells.

On the whole, these CS-AFM measurements reveal im-
pressive advantages to using DITPY-Ph4 thin films as IFLs
between ITO and P3HT:PCBM BHJs. Cumulating intense and
numerous hole-carrying pathways, having a high hole mobil-
ity, and ensuring a hole ohmic contact with ITO, DITPY-Ph4

thin films overcome a lot of crucial limitations inherent to
PEDOT:PSS IFLs and ITO/BHJ interfaces. We now demon-
strate the hole collection efficiency of DITPY-Ph4 thin films
in OSCs, as both an independent HTL/EBL IFL and once
associated with PEDOT:PSS as part of a double IFL.

3.2. Solar Cells Using a Single DITPY-Ph4 IFL.
We present here the OPV metrics of solar cells having the
architecture {ITO/DITPY-Ph4/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al}. At first,
we have optimized their performances by varying both the
thicknesses and the roughnesses of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs. The

most efficient {ITO/DITPY-Ph4/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/Al} device is
then compared to diodes having no IFL (direct postdeposi-
tion of the active layer on ITO) and to devices incorporating
a 20-nm-thick layer of PEDOT:PSS. In this part of the study,
none of the active layers were annealed.

3.2.1. Thickness and Roughness Effects of
the DITPY-Ph4 IFLs. We determine here the influence
of both the thickness and the roughness of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs
on the OSC characteristics. For this, we compare three kinds
of devices, {ITO/DITPY-Ph4 (15 nm thickness and rms ) 5.5
nm)/BHJ/LiF/Al}, {ITO/DITPY-Ph4 (45 nm thickness and rms
) 12.5 nm)/BHJ/LiF/Al}, and {ITO/DITPY-Ph4 (37 nm thick-
ness and rms ) 18.7 nm)/BHJ/LiF/Al}, denoted as D1, D1b,
and D1c, respectively. Their JL-V curves are presented in
Figure 5.

A noteworthy result is evidenced by comparing the OPV
metrics of devices D1b and D1c, which mainly differ by the
roughness of their DITPY-Ph4 IFLs. Indeed, the performance
of D1c (Voc ) 0.15 V; Jsc ) 1.02 mA · cm-2) is strongly lower
than that of D1b (Voc ) 0.25 V; Jsc ) 3.04 mA · cm-2). As a
consequence, the roughness of the DITPY-Ph4 IFL is hardly
detrimental on the OSC parameters. Concerning the de-
crease of Jsc in D1c, the effect of the roughness is intuitive,
being easily understood by an increase in the shunts.
However, the decrease in Voc is impressive and highlights
the fact that the roughness of the IFL can act to reduce this
value, which is theoretically fixed by the donor HOMO and
acceptor LUMO energy levels (2) in the case of electrical
ohmic contacts. This comparison between the devices D1b
and D1c (respectively 12.5 and 18.7 nm of DITPY-Ph4) also
reveals that the influence of the IFL is stronger than its
thickness. Finally, a DITPY-Ph4 IFL (15 nm thickness and rms
) 5.5 nm) was designed to be thin enough in order to
minimize both the light absorption and unproductive rough-
ness of the surface, while maintaining a sufficient thickness
for effective hole transport as well as electron-blocking
properties. The performance of the device D1 confirms the
observations mentioned above, and its global efficiency is
the highest that we have achieved by means of such
architectures.

3.2.2. 15-nm-Thick Single DITPY-Ph4 IFLs. De-
vice D1, which possesses a 15-nm-thick DITPY-Ph4 IFL, is

J ) 9/8εrε0µV2/L3 (1)

µ ) µ0e(E/E0)
1/2 (2)

FIGURE 5. JL-V characteristics measured on as-cast solar cells having
the structures {ITO/DITPY-Ph4(15 nm thickness and rms ) 5.5 nm)/
BHJ/LiF/Al} (blue triangles), {ITO/DITPY-Ph4 (45 nm thickness and
rms ) 12.5 nm)/BHJ/LiF/Al} (orange squares), and {ITO/DITPY-Ph4

(37 nm thickness and rms ) 18.7 nm)/BHJ/LiF/Al} (purple penta-
gons), denoted as D2, D2b, and D2c, respectively.
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here compared to reference solar cells having either no IFL
or a 20-nm-thick PEDOT:PSS IFL. All measurements are
performed under ambient atmosphere. The highest perfor-
mances are obtained by using the polymeric IFL (Voc ) 0,66
V; Jsc ) 4.7 mA · cm-2). Meanwhile, the JL-V plots empha-
size the strong enhancement in Jsc of the device D1 incor-
porating a 15-nm-thick DITPY-Ph4 IFL. Jsc values of D1 are
about 25% and 10% higher than those in both of the two
control diodes. However, Voc of D1 is lower by 90 and 240
mV compared to devices having no IFL or a PEDOT:PSS one
(see Table 1).

The JL-V characteristic of D1 exhibits a well-designed
concave shape in the fourth quadrant, thus confirming that
the energy levels of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs match those of P3HT
and ITO and create a productive diode for hole extraction
(8, 12, 40, 41). Whichever the IFL, the fill factors (FF) are in
the range 37-40%, which is slightly below the theoretical
42% attainable by unbalanced hole/electron-transporting
materials such as as-cast P3HT:PCBM BHJs (27-29). Fur-
thermore, the DITPY-Ph4 IFL effectively minimizes the series
resistances and leads to the highest FF value (40%).

In order to explain the Jsc exaltation of D1, we performed
profilometry and tapping-mode AFM experiments on the
active layers of the three cells. Because similar thicknesses
(110 ( 3 nm) are measured on every P3HT:PCBM film, the
increase of Jsc in D1 cannot be attributed to a higher number
of absorbed photons. This enhancement of D1 is attributed
to a reduction of space-charge effects (27, 28) promoted by
the strong hole sensitivity of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs and by its
HOMO energy level coincidence with that of P3HT. The EBL
properties of the IFL, mediated by the LUMO energy level,
contribute to blocking of the misdirected electrons at the
anode and reduction of the rate of hole recombinations
(29, 42). We will gain further investigation on these two
physical processes below.

Concerning the decrease in Voc of the device D1, three
major causes can be responsible for it. A first possibility
consists of having local p/n junctions between the DITPY-
Ph4 film and the PCBM grains. However, the action spectrum
of the solar cell highlights the fact that the photocurrent
generation remains restricted to the P3HT:PCBM active
layer. Second, in the case of a nonohmic contact between
the IFL and the active layer, Voc is known to be lowered by
the difference between the work functions of the anode and

those of the cathode (2). However, this is not specific to any
of the three devices because we find for each Voc . ∆φf )
φf(ITO) - φf(Al) ) 4.5 - 4.2 ) 0.3 V. Supplementary
convincing evidence is brought out by CS-AFM measure-
ments, which reveal that the contact of ITO with either P3HT
or DITPY-Ph4 is suitably ohmic. Besides, the aforemen-
tionned observations based on the FF and Jsc values of D1
also confirm that the DITPY-Ph4 IFL does not provide a
counterproductive diode for hole extraction. Because we
know that DITPY-Ph4 IFLs provide adapted energy levels for
the HOMO and the positive-integer charge transfer, one way
to explain the lower Voc values of D1 is based on the
roughness. Such an effect is known to play a major role
(8, 21, 43). A prominent example is also established on our
DITPY-Ph4 IFLs. The DITPY-Ph4 roughness impacts the
chemical composition of the blended active layer and de-
grades its EBL/HTL properties.

3.3. Solar Cells Using a Double [DITPY-Ph4/
PEDOT:PSS] IFL. In order to smooth the DITPY-Ph4 IFL
responsible for unproductive effects on Voc, a 5-nm-thick film
of PEDOT:PSS was deposited on top. The surface of the
double IFL is made of small PEDOT:PSS aggregates, having
a fibrillar shape, and the roughness of the DITPY-Ph4 IFL is
decreased from 5.5 to 3.2 nm after its coating (Figure 2c).

While thicker films of PEDOT:PSS could easily reduce the
residual roughness, the thickness is adjusted at 5 nm to
retain the electronic and energetic properties of DITPY-Ph4.
It minimizes the probability for holes to recombine in the
trapping sites inherent to PEDOT:PSS before reaching the
efficient DITPY-Ph4 hole-carrying pathways. Besides, for
such low thicknesses, the PEDOT:PSS energetic contribution
should be weak.

We investigate now devices having the architecture {ITO/
[DITPY-Ph4 (15 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (5 nm)]/P3HT:PCBM/LiF/
Al}, denoted as D4 for as-cast active layers and D8 for
annealed active layers. Such an architecture is compared to
diodes having no IFL (D2 when as-cast and D6 when an-
nealed) or incorporating either 15- or 5-nm-thick IFLs made
of DITPY-Ph4 (D1 and D5) or PEDOT:PSS (D3 and D7),
respectively. The JL-V parameters measured on the four
devices under ambient atmosphere are summarized in Table
1. The question next arises as to whether P3HT:PCBM active

Table 1. PV Parameters (75 mW·cm-2) of Devices with Different IFLs and (P3HT:PCBM) Active Layer
Treatments: D1, D2, D3, and D4 Are As-Cast Active Layers and D5, D6, D7, and D8 Are Annealed Active
Layersa

anodic interface roughness (nm) device Voc (V) Jsc (mA · cm-2) PCE (%) R

ITO/DITPY-Ph4 5.5 D1 0.42 (0.08) 5.1 (0.2) 1.11 (0.03) 0.86
D5 0.49 (0.08) 7.7 (0.12) 2.02 (0.09) 0.87

Bare ITO 1.1 D2 0.51 (0.001) 4.0 (0.08) 1.02 (0.01) 0.77
D6 0.58 (0.03) 7.0 (0.05) 1.73 (0.06) 0.84

ITO/PEDOT:PSS 0.9 D3 0.59 (0.003) 4.1 (0.21) 1.24 (0.01) 0.78
D7 0.57 (0.02) 8.2 (0.15) 2.36 (0.17) 0.86

ITO/[DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS] 3.2 D4 0.53 (0.15) 5.2 (0.07) 1.54 (0.08) 0.88
D8 0.60 (0.03) 8.9 (0.14) 2.9 (0.02) 0.93

a The standard deviations of the average response parameters are indicated in parentheses.
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layers interact with the double IFL in the same way as they
do with single IFLs of either DITPY-Ph4 or PEDOT:PSS.

3.3.1. As-Cast P3HT:PCBM Films (D1, D2, D3,
and D4). Adding a PEDOT:PSS IFL on top of DITPY-Ph4

enhances the OPV performances of P3HT:PCBM solar cells
(Table 1). Indeed, the device D4 presents the highest PCE )
1.54% of the four as-cast diodes. Concerning Voc, its value
is measured at 0.53 V in D4. This is only slightly lower than
that of device D3 using a single PEDOT:PSS IFL, which is
understood by means of the superior roughness of the
double IFL. We can also notice that the Jsc is enhanced by
more than 28% compared to the two control diodes D2 and
D3. We attribute this increase to the same physical causes
that dictate the operation modes of devices having a single
DITPY-Ph4 IFL, which is the reduction of space-charge and
recombination effects. These performances of the device D4
confirm that the PEDOT:PSS top layer is thin enough to
maintain the HTL/EBL properties of DITPY-Ph4 and to de-
crease its roughness. By tuning the hole extraction efficiency
of an ultrathin PEDOT:PSS IFL, the DITPY-Ph4 layer leads to
OPV metrics close to those previously obtained on a 20-nm-
thick PEDOT:PSS device as well as the best results reported
for as-cast P3HT:PCBM BHJs (8, 12, 21, 44, 45).

3.3.2. Annealed P3HT:PCBM Films (D5, D6,
D7, and D8). Even though a higher PCE value (3.5%) is
measured on a device using a 20-nm-thick PEDOT:PSS IFL,
we essentially focus here on the operating mode induced by
using DITPY-Ph4. The OPV metrics of the control diode (Voc

) 0.64 V; Jsc ) 8.60 V) are comparable to the best perfor-
mances obtained at ambient atmosphere on this BHJ couple
(8, 12, 21, 44, 45).

The annealing process of P3HT:PCBM thin films induces
an overall improvement in the performance of each of the
devices D5 (a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL), D6 (no IFL), D7 (PEDOT:
PSS IFL), and D8 (a double [DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS] IFL).
This is explained by a superior quality of the active layer,
including a stronger phase segregation (1), decreases in the
shunt resistances because of better-connected percolated
networks (45), improved overlap with the solar spectrum (2),
and balanced charge transport between holes and electrons
(45). Figure 6 presents the JL-V plots of the four annealed
solar cells.

The device D5 affords a PCE over 2%. The annealing
temperature is not high enough to smooth the DITPY-Ph4

surface; consequently, the roughness of the IFL still limits
Voc. Moreover, Jsc of D5 (7.7 mA · cm-2) is intermediate
between those of D6 (7.0 mA · cm-2) and D7 (8.6
mA · cm-2). This means that the DITPY-Ph4 IFL still allows
a more efficient hole extraction than bare ITO. On the other
hand, its interface with the annealed BHJ appears to be of
poor quality, leading to the highest shunt resistances of the
four annealed solar cells. Once more, the roughness of the
DITPY-Ph4 layer dramatically acts to reduce its substantial
improvements caused by its strong HTL/EBL properties.

On the contrary, the device D8 integrating the double
[DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS] IFL exhibits the highest global ef-
ficiency (PCE ) 2.9%). Such a performance is achieved by

means of better OPV metrics. At first, FF values of the two
control diodes are lower because of misdirected electrons
transferring from PCBM to ITO in D7 and weak EBL proper-
ties in D9. Although D8 is an annealed device, the highest
FF value (41%) remains lower than expected. We propose
that O2 diffusion into the P3HT phase limits the improve-
ment of the transport properties expected from the anneal-
ing process, thus decreasing the FF values. This hypothesis
will be checked by the photocurrent-generation measure-
ments below.

We also observed that the device D8 possesses the
highest Voc value of the overall annealed solar cells (Voc )
0.6 V). This result confirms that the DITPY-Ph4 layer tunes
the HTL/EBL properties of the 5-nm-thick PEDOT:PSS layer.
In addition, D8 exhibits the highest Jsc value (8.9 mA · cm-2),
which is 30% and 8% higher than solar cells using either
no IFL or a single PEDOT:PSS IFL, respectively. Finally, this
type of double HTL/EBL hole-collecting layer leads to a strong
increase of about 65% and 25% in PCE compared to both
types of reference diodes. This validates the design and
implementation of a double [DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS] IFL for
high-performance P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cells.

3.4. Photocurrent Generation. In order to gain
further information on the solar cell operation modes and
especially on the influence of DITPY-Ph4 buffering, we have
investigated dependences of the photocurrent density Jph

with the electric field and light intensity. Jph is obtained by
the difference Jph ) JL-JD, where JL and JD are the current
densities under illumination and in the dark, respectively.
The effective applied voltage (Veff) is defined as Veff ) V0 -
V, with V being the applied voltage and V0 the compensation
voltage defined at Jph ) 0.

3.4.1. Photocurrent Generation in As-Cast
P3HT:PCBM Solar Cells (D1, D2, D3, and D4).
Field Dependence of the Photocurrent (Jph). The
photocurrent density of each of the four devices D1 (a single
DITPY-Ph4 IFL), D2 (no IFL), D3 (PEDOT:PSS IFL), and D4
([DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS] IFL) follows the same global in-
crease with Veff (Figure 7). This tendency corresponds to
three types of regimes responsible for the photocurrent
generation. In a first step, Jph rises linearly with Veff, as

FIGURE 6. Focus in the fourth quadrant of the JL-V characteristics
corresponding to annealed solar cells. A comparison is made
between devices having various IFLs: red squares when using no IFL,
green circles when using PEDOT:PSS (5 nm), blue triangles when
using DITPY-Ph4(15 nm), and black stars when using a double
[DITPY-Ph4 (15 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (5 nm)] IFL.
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confirmed by the fitting lines in green. This is attributed to
the strong competition between drift and diffusion currents
happening for low electric fields (Veff < 0.1 V). For a high
reverse bias (Veff > 1 V), Jph gradually saturates (in our studies,
Veff is too low for the observation of a strong saturation of
the photocurrent). Under these conditions, the photocurrent
is field-independent and every photogenerated bound
electron-hole pair is dissociated into free charge carriers
(42).

The most relevant feature is observed on the square-root
dependence (underlined by the fitting lines in red) for Veff

values (1 V > Veff > 0.3 V). Because the dependence of Jph

with Veff is square-root and not linear, monomolecular
recombinations of geminate excitons do not constitute the
major electrical loss mechanism. Once having ruled out this
possibility, this means that none of the various IFLs com-
pletely suppress hole recombination processes. In the lit-
erature, this field-effect behavior is generally attributed to
two fundamental contributions, being either the buildup of
a space charge at the anode or effective bimolecular recom-

binations of free electron/hole carriers (42, 43). Unexpect-
edly, we note that the Jph-Veff curves of the control diodes
D2 and D5 are very close to each other. As a consequence,
the internal electric field modified by the band bending
created by accumulation of the charge carriers at the anode
is not strongly influenced by the insertion of PEDOT:PSS.
This can be explained by the ohmic contacts taking place at
the anode. Similarly, the characteristics measured on devices
using DITPY-Ph4 IFLs do not reveal significant discrepancies,
thus confirming the effective hole transfer from the active
material to the external circuit. Meanwhile, this similarity
prevents one from distinguishing the influence of each IFL
on the electrical loss mechanisms occurring in the solar cells.

Light-Intensity Dependence of Jsc. Light-intensity
(ILight) measurements are performed on the four devices D1,
D2, D3, and D4. Jsc gives direct insight of the photocurrent
generation for 0.3 V < Veff < 1 V. The insets in Figure 7
obviously demonstrate that the short-circuit currents follow
a power law defined as Jsc ) IRLight. The scaling exponents R
differ from device to device, as mentioned by the vertical
arrows. The two control diodes D2 (R ) 0.77) and D3 (R )
0.78) exhibit very similar values, which are likely equal to
0.75, being the archetypal value measured for space-charge-
limited photocurrents (27-29, 42, 43). Therefore, Jsc is
mainly limited in D2 and D3 by the buildup of free holes and
by their extraction rate at the anode, in agreement with
recent works (28, 45). The use of a 20-nm-thick PEDOT:PSS
IFL does not bring an additional reduction of the hole
accumulation region caused by this heavily unbalanced hole/
electron charge transport into the active material (R) 0.79).

One key result of our study is that the two solar cells D1
and D4 possess the highest scaling exponents and equal 0.86
(for a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL) and 0.88 (for a double [DITPY-
Ph4/PEDOT:PSS] IFL), respectively. These values are inter-
mediate between that of a space-charge-limited (R ) 0.75)
and a monomolecular recombination-limited (R ) 1) cur-
rent. This means that a major part of the detrimental buildup
made of free holes is reduced by the insertion of DITPY-Ph4

at the anode. This improved hole collection underlines the
strong HTL/EBL properties of every DITPY-Ph4-based IFL and
explains the exaltation of Jsc in as-cast P3HT-PCBM solar cells
having both single and double DITPY-Ph4-based IFLs.

3.4.2. Photocurrent Generation in Annealed
P3HT:PCBM Solar Cells (D5, D6, D7, and D8). The
scaling exponents measured on the two control diodes D6
and D7 are respectively equal to 0.84 and 0.86 and are also
similar to that obtained when a 20-nm-thick PEDOT:PSS is
used (R) 0.84). These values are higher than those obtained
on equivalent as-cast devices. This is explained by the
annealing procedure, which acts to establish a balanced
charge transport between electrons and holes in the PCBM
and P3HT phases (28). Indeed, percolated charge pathways
are well-designed, and the buildup of free holes is reduced.
We also note that these coefficients are slightly lower than
the ones reported in the literature (45). This supports the
effect of O2 exposure, which still acts to reduce the enhanced

FIGURE 7. Photocurrent density Jph as a function of the effective
applied bias Veff for as-cast P3HT:PCBM solar cells. The nature of
the IFL is changed in each graph: (a) a single DITPY-Ph4 (15 nm) IFL;
(b) no IFL; (c) a single PEDOT:PSS (5 nm) IFL; (d) a double [DITPY-
Ph4 (15 nm)/PEDOT:PSS (5 nm)] IFL. The green line fits the linear
behavior occurring at low applied bias, and the red line fits the
square-root dependence of Jph. The light-intensity dependence of
Jsc is shown in the insets. Arrows indicate the scaling factor Jsc to
the light intensity.
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transport properties of the active material brought by the
annealing process.

Interestingly, the values are very close to those measured
lately on the aforementionned devices D1 and D4. This
means that the photocurrent generation in either as-cast or
annealed P3HT:PCBM devices, having DITPY-Ph4-based or
reference IFLs, respectively, is not fully dictated by space-
charge effects. To our knowledge, this unexpected partial
transition regime from a space-charge-limited current to a
recombination-limited current has never been achieved by
insertion of a hole-collecting IFL.

We also notice that the device D5 possesses a scaling
factor R equal to 0.87. As a result, there is no change in the
photocurrent generation regime between as-cast (R) 0.86)
and annealed devices having a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL. On the
contrary, R is equal to 0.93 for the annealed device D9. This
value first demonstrates that residual space-charge effects
can be suppressed by insertion of a double [DITPY-Ph4/
PEDOT:PSS] IFL. It also confirms that the interface quality
between the DITPY-Ph4-based IFLs and the P3HT:PCBM BHJ
is an essential parameter in the efficiency of the hole
extraction at the anode, as was previously described on the
OPV metrics. Finally, all of these photocurrent generation
studies confirm the drastic reduction of hole recombination
rates brought by the strong HTL/EBL properties of semicon-
ducting DITPY-Ph4 films and validate their use as efficient
HTL/EBL hole-collecting IFLs in P3HT:PCBM solar cells.

4. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that DITPY-Ph4, a quinoid het-

erocyclic compound, behaves as an efficient IFL for hole
collection in OSCs. We provide a detailed analysis of the
characteristics of OSCs based on P3HT:PCBM BHJs fabri-
cated without IFL, with either single PEDOT:PSS or single
DITPY-Ph4 IFLs, and with a double [DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:PSS
(5 nm)] IFL. Nonannealed OSCs using a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL
exhibit a strong enhancement in Jsc of respectively 9% and
∼23% compared to devices with an optimized 20-nm-thick
PEDOT:PSS or without any IFL. CS-AFM also reveals a drastic
increase of the hole-carrying pathways in DITPY-Ph4 com-
pared to those of PEDOT:PSS. In addition, a transition
regime from space-charge-limited to recombination-limited
photocurrents is evidenced between standard solar cells and
those using a single DITPY-Ph4 IFL. The role of DITPY-Ph4

thin films is prominent in the hole extraction of the BHJs,
and 15-nm-thick films are sufficient to create a more sym-
metric extraction of holes and electrons, as confirmed by
equivalent annealed systems. Finally, covering the DITPY-
Ph4 IFL by an ultrathin film of PEDOT:PSS decreases its
roughness and substantially increases the Voc values of the
solar cells. This top layer also reinforces the strong HTL/EBL
properties of the single DITPY-Ph4 IFL. These IFLs lead to
recombination-limited devices having ∼3% PCE under am-
bient conditions.

CS-AFM experiments allow nanoscale investigations of
the physical operation modes of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs. DITPY-Ph4

thin films ensure a hole ohmic contact with ITO. They also
develop a highly extended network made of intense current-

carrying pathways compared to PEDOT:PSS, which drasti-
cally decreases series resistances and hole recombination
at trapping sites in OSCs. In addition, the out-of-plane hole
mobility of DITPY-Ph4 IFLs is high enough to afford an
efficient hole transport and collection.

Finally, single DITPY-Ph4 and double [DITPY-Ph4/PEDOT:
PSS (5 nm)] HTL/EBL IFLs are applicable to almost the entire
range of OSC devices. Using DITPY-Ph4 IFLs can also im-
prove the charge-injection efficiency in OLEDs. We are
presently designing novel DITPY derivatives with the aim of
tuning the electronic profile at the anodic interface of OSC
devices.

Supporting Information Available: Syntheses, UV pho-
toemission spectroscopy measurements, Figure S1, and
references. This material is available free of charge via the
Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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